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ABSTRACT

Name : Sri Ulfiana Arif
Reg. Number : 40300114033
Major : English and Literature Department
Faculty : Adab and Humanities
Tittle :Semiotic Analysis of Self-Presentation in Instagram

Stories by 2015  English and Literature Students
Supervisor I : Kustiwan Syarief
Supervisor II : Helmi Syukur

This research was about the Semiotic Analysis of Self-Presentation in Instagram
Stories by 2015 English and Literature Students which aimed to explore the types of
sign that are expressed and to analyze the meaning of the three important elements of
signs including icons, indexes, and symbols in the Instagram Stories. this research
was descriptive qualitative method using a semiotic theory who advocated by Pierce
as its theoretical framework. The data for this research were collected from Instagram
Stories using note-taking as its main research instrument. This research was
conducted in order to know the meaning of icon, index and symbol are expressed in
Instagram stories and also provide reference for students majoring in English and
Literature Department about semiotics, especially in the use of Piercean’s semiotics
theory, to analyze Instagram Stories. The results took, there are 9 visual signs
consisting of 3 symbols, 3 icons, and 3 indices which then each sign is classified into
3 groups of sign there are symbol, icon, and index, object, and then from this division
can be found meaning of the sign by using Pierce’s semiotic theory. The researcher
conclude that, the portrait that uploaded is an icon that’s mean that the participants try
to present themselves to the general public through their photo. The mukenah is a
symbols of muslim people and the eye bags is an index of lack of sleep.

Keywords: Instagram Stories, Icons, Indexes And Symbols, Pierce’s Semiotic

Theory, Descriptive-Qualitative Method.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Study Background

Instagram is a social media which could enables their users to uploading content

such as pictures and videos. Instagram has more than 300 million active users for

now (Jarvinen & Ohtonen Joinsen in  Amancio, 2017: 7). Instagram which available

for a smartphone-based platform like Android or iPhone, has a feature its called

“Instagram Stories”.

Instagram stories is one of the social media where users can upload various

photos and videos with a certain duration (Instagram Blog, 2017). Instagram stories is

a social phenomenon to all people, for now, most teenagers who are active in social

media have an Instagram account which they could use easily to create an Instagram

Stories all the time. Instagram Stories present another way for users to post what they

are doing and thinking in a consecutive timeline whatever and whenever they want.

Schlenker in Sarwono and Meinarno (2012) defines Self-Presentation as part of

impression management which is an attempt to regulate the impression of others on

capturing about us, whether consciously or unconsciously, so that impression

management can predict a Self-Presentation that will appear in a social situation.

1
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It can be concluded that Self-Presentation is an attempt to present themselves to

the society that someone does to get the impression from others both consciously and

unconsciously and that can be done by individuals, groups of individuals and

organization. Instagram Stories are closely related to Self-Presentation because Self-

presentation through Instagram Stories is seen as a form of testing one’s identity.

When interacting with other people, especially in cyberspace, an individual’s

attention is only focused on how people will judge their behavior. Self-presentation is

done through Instagram Stories in the form of short videos and photos. In other

words, individuals make Instagram Stories as a medium of Self-Presentation.

In Instagram Stories, someone uploaded their photos and videos to depict

themselves. For example, when they are on vacation to some places they usually

upload their vacation videos or photos to Instagram Stories, so their friend can see

and know that they are on vacation. When someone uploaded their videos and others

see it or left a comment in their video, is called the process of Self-Presentation,

because they show themselves to the public to get an impression from others people.

Pierce in Sobur (2009, 2016: 41) defines sign as something which stands to

somebody for something in some respect or capacity. These signs may include

sounds, words and everything that could give a guidance as a process of

communication like a house, shirt and ever symbol with meaning, so all of the

picture, sound, video, gesture, and anything performed and shown in the Instagram

Stories definitely contain sign that needs to be interpreted. To interpret the sign we
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can use the theory of semiotics to determine the meaning of the videos that has been

uploaded to Instagram Stories by users.

Chandler (2007: 2) defines semiotic as sign which take the form of words,

images, sounds, gestures, and objects. According to Eco (1986: 7), semiotic is

concerned with everything that can be taken a sign. It means, every existing thing in

our life is looked look a sign, that is something that we should give meaning to them.

Actually, there are two popular models of semiotics: the dyadic model by Ferdinand

de Saussure and the triadic model by Charles Sanders Pierce. Saussure’s dyadic

model of signs defines a sign as being composed of a signifier and signified and the

relationship between the signifier and signified is called signification.

Based on Eco (1986: 7), the triadic model of semiotics by Pierce’s consist of:

a. The representamen: the form which the sign takes (not necessarily material,

though usually interpreted as such) – called by some theorists the ‘sign

vehicle’.

b. An interpretant: not an interpreter but rather the sense made of sign.

c. An object: something beyond the sign to which it refers (a referent).

In Instagram Stories, people may generally make some signs and give them some

descriptions, so that the sign could provides meaning. From the sign, people can

understand what others mean, so this study analyzed with Pierce’s theory of
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semiotics. The researcher uses Charles Sanders Pierce theory to analyze the icon,

index, and symbol that exist in the Instagram Stories by 2015 English and Literature

department students to get the clear meaning of every icon, index and symbol that

contain in their Instagram Stories. The reason why the researcher is interested to

analyze the icon, index, and symbol in this study because Pierce’s semiotic model is

also more flexible to be used for research such as films, photos, videos and other

literary works which unlike others that are more based on linguistic sciences.

There have been several studies that have discussed the phenomenon of

Instagram and Self-Presentation such as Husna (2016) with the title "Instagram and

Self-Presentation" research and get the result of research where there is a very close

relationship between Instagram and Self-Presentation. Pangastuti (2015) in her

journal studied the phenomenon of social media in relation to narcissism with the title

"Relationship of Narcissism with Self-Presentation on Social Networking Facebook"

research and found that there is a positive significant relationship between narcissism

and self-presentation. Associated with the theory of semiotics, in other studies

Hermawan (2010) also studied about the semiotics in poetry in his journal entitled "A

Semiotic on Kim Addonizio's Poems Based on C.S. Pierce's Theory" with the result

showing that each poem contains different ideas.

The researcher concludes that many previous studies have examined Instagram,

Self-Presentation, relationship between Instagram and Self-Presentation, and

adaptation of semiotics theory used to find the sign contained in poetry. In contrast to
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these studies, the researcher combines these concepts and begin researching about

Self-Presentation. The researcher continues to use social media. However, in this

research it was decided that it will be focused on Instagram Stories. The researcher

sees the Instagram stories as a social phenomenon that is currently being enjoyed

widely by teenagers, so the researcher examine the Semiotic Analysis of Self-

Presentation in Instagram Stories.

The subject of this research includes students of English and Literature

Department, Faculty of Adab and Humanities, Alauddin State Islamic University of

Makassar who has an active account and always use Instagram Stories. A study

conducted by Markplus Insight with the title “Netizen Survey 2013” found that

interesting findings of social media. There are 2.150 netizens surveyed, the

application of Instagram became a popular application among teenagers. As many as

5,9% of respondents that have ages 15-22 year access Instagram which is a place to

exchange images and can also upload the video. That’s why the researcher choose

2015 English and Literature department students because it is including the category

of teenagers who are currently active using Instagram, the students are also one of the

many people who desperately need a Self-Presentation to know each other.

This research involves 2015 English and Literature Department students of the

Adab and Humanities faculty at Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar.
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What the researcher doing about this Self-presentation research is strongly

related to Al-Qur’an surah Al-Hujurat verse 13 that is :

َقَبۤإىَِل لَِتَعاَرفُْوا ۚ ِانَّ  اُْنٰثى َوَجَعْلٰنُكْم ُشُعْوًبا وَّ ْن َذَكٍر وَّ ا َخلَْقٰنُكْم مِّ َھا النَّاُس ِانَّ اَیُّ ٰیٓ

َ َعلِْیٌم َخِبْیٌر اَْكَرَمُكمْ  ِ اَْتٰقىُكْم ِۗانَّ ّهللاٰ ِعْنَد ّهللاٰ

Translation :

O mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of a male and female, and made you

into nations and tribes, that ye may know each other (not that ye may despise (each

other). Verily the most honored of you in the sight of Allah is (he who) the most

righteous of you. And Allah has full knowledge and is well acquainted (with all

things).

(Q.S. AL-HUJURAT: 13)

According to Quraish Shihab (2002: 262), the stronger the chance for introducing

one part to the other, the more it gets a chance to have an advantage. Therefore, the

verse above emphasizes the neccessary of introducing to each other. The introduction

is needed to obtain the lesson and experience from the other part in order to improve

someone’s obedient to Allah SWT whose impact will be reflected in peace and

prosperity of life in the world and happiness in the afterlife. You will not get a lesson

and share the benefit to each other, even get work together without knowing each

other.
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Based on the explanation, the researcher conducted research entitled “A Semiotic

Analysis of Self-Presentation in Instagram Stories by 2015 English and Literature

Students”.

B. Research Questions

After seen  the background, the research question were formulated as follows:

1. What types of signs are represented in Instagram Stories by 2015 English and

Literature students?

2. What are the meanings of the signs expressed in Instagram Stories by 2015

English and Literature students?

C. Objectives of The Research

Based on the formulation of the problem, the purpose of the research included

the following:

1. To document the types of signs that are expressed in Instagram Stories posted

by 2015 English and Literature Students.

2. To describe the meanings of the signs expressed in Instagram Stories by 2015

English and Literature Students.
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D. Significance of The Research

The researcher expected to give a contribution, theoretically and practically for

other researchers in the English and Literature Department.

Theoretically, this study expected to contribute to knowledge-building in the

field of semiotics especially related to Self-Presentation.

Practically, this research is to apply the knowledge received by the researcher

during her study at the English and Literature Department and to give input to

anyone who is interested to study about Self-Presentation more deeply.

E. Scope of The Research

In this study, the researcher focused on Semiotics Analysis of Instagram

Stories by 2015 English and Literature students. The researcher used Peirce’s

theory as discussed in Daniel Chandler (2007).
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A. Previous Studies

Similar research had been conducted by a number of researches including:

Jamil (2016) analyzed “Perahu Phinisi Sebagai Lambang Kabupaten

Bulukumba (analisis semiotika pierce dalam lambang kabupaten bulukumba)”. The

researcher found that Phinisi as an icon of the city of Bulukumba has a meaning that

Phinisi in masterpiece from shipbuilders in Bulukumba, and also as a world heritage

in Bulukumba.

Nisa (2017) conducted research with the title “ Cattleya Orchid Signs In The

Colombiana (2011) Film”. The researcher found that Cattleya is Colombian and she

is a woman who kills for living. She aims to become a killer as revenge for her

parent’s death that is killed by Don Louis. During her revenge mission, she is a

patient yet organized and dangerous killer.

Hermawan (2010) with the title of the research is A Semiotic on Kim Addonizio’s

Poems Based on C.S. Peirce’s Theory. The result showed that each poem contains of

different symbols with different meaning and function. And these differences had

given different ideas.

9
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Putri (2016) with the title of the research is A Semiosis Process Analysis On KFC

Advertisement Posters Using C.S. Pierce Theory. The result showed that the process

of semiosis will be known if representamen, object, and interpretant observe firstly

based on the category of icon and symbol.

Eriana (2015) with the title of the research is “Pierce’s Semiotics Analysis of icon

and symbol on Perfume Advertisements”. The result showed that each advertisement

had different sign and also different meaning. These differences had given different

interpretation.

Based on these previous studies, the researcher concluded that no one researcher

used semiotic analysis of Self-Presentation in Instagram Stories as their research.

Therefore the researcher decided to take the Semiotic Analysis Of Self-Presentation

In Instagram Stories By English Literature Students 2015 and analyzing the icons,

symbols, and indices inside Instagram Stories.

B. Theoretical Frameworks

In conducting a study about a Semiotic Analysis Of Self-Presentation In

Instagram Stories By 2015 English and Literature Students, the researcher used the

theory of semiotics by Peirce’s (1905) in Daniel Chandler (2007). In this part, the

researcher explained the theoretical frameworks related to the research.
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a. Self-Presentation and Instagram Stories

1) Self-Presentation

According to De Lameter dan Myers (2007) defines Self-Presentation as the

effort that individuals do both consciously and unconsciously to control themselves

according to the desired picture in social interaction. The form of Self-Presentation is

naturally occurring or natural, but there are some artificial ones.

Every person has its own way to present itself to others. Self-Presentation refers

to the impression of ourselves that we want to show to both private and public

audiences. Boyer and friends (2006: 4) defines Self-Presentation or often called

impression management as self-presenting act done by every individual to achieve an

expected self-image. This Self-Presentation can be done by individuals, groups of

individuals and organizations.

Schlenker in Sarwono and Meinarno (2012) defines Self-Presentation as part of

impression management which is an attempt to regulate the impression others

capture about us whether consciously or unconsciously. So that impression

management can predict a Self-Presentation that will appear in a social situation.

Baumeister in Grietens (1999) divides the motives of Self-Presentation into two

categories: to satisfy the audience and build themselves (self-construction). If the

ultimate goal is to satisfy the audience, the individual hopes to receive back the

goodness of the material or appreciation of the social by displaying the characteristics
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of themselves that can make people will appreciate. If self-construction is the main

target, Self-Presentation will be interpreted as the intent of self-fulfillment. Self-

presentation is intended to establish, maintain and clean up an individual image in the

minds of others. It becomes something to be considered on the individual's social

identity.

2) Instagram Stories

Instagram was first launched in 2010 (McNely, 2012: 1-8). The application was a

photo-sharing platform, where users would share their photos and videos in a

timeline. Users can add captions, tag his/her friends, and put his/her location for

example. The application is one of the most popular social media platforms today,

with more than 400 million daily active users (Smith, 2017). It got even more popular

after the acquisition of Instagram by Facebook in 2012 (Csathy, 2017). Instagram is

an application that can be accessed through a website where users can see their feed,

profile, and comments in their post or others’ post. Today, the application is still

offering its original basic purpose, but now the features the ‘stories’ functions is the

top part of the feed. This is where users can access videos and photos that last for 24

hours and can add emoji, their location, temperature and time to the Stories.

Instagram Stories were launched in August 2016 (Instagram Blog, 2017). It

allows users to post ephemeral photo and video content that disappear after 24 hours.

The temporary nature of Instagram Stories encourages users to post content as it’s
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captured, rather than the traditionally polished content posted to profiles. This is great

for “behind the scenes” content or event coverage. Similar to Snapchat, content from

Instagram Stories should be vertical and full-screen. Elements of Instagram Stories

are viewed in a slideshow format, so it’s helpful to create a storyboard or brainstorm

the individual’s posts within stories before posting it. To keep viewers engaged, post

a variety of content, from photos boomerangs and spruce it up using text and stickers.

It’s best to post content in Stories within a small timeframe so viewers can consume

in its entirety rather than in bits and pieces when content is posted throughout the day

(Instagram Blog, 2017).

There are many features that contain in Instagram Stories, including:

1. Live, a broadcast live video to followers

2. Normal, taking photos or video and then record it for up to 15 seconds

3. Boomerang, recording a burst of photos that loop forward and backward, similar

to a GIF.

4. Rewind, record video that will reverse

5. Hands-free, record a video without holding down the record button.

A study conducted by Solomon McCown found that in Instagram Stories have

300 million daily activity users, 58% of unique visitors and 58% ages 18-22 who are

active users and have Instagram account to make Instagram Stories every day.
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Besides that, Instagram Stories allow users to share images and videos from the

camera roll. If they have been taken within the last 24 hours including those you

create in Instagram Stories and save to your device before sharing.

Finally, relation between link and tag, now verified users can link to specific

pages natively in Instagram Stories instead of developing by a bit.ly and tracking

there. All users can also tag your biggest fans and other influences (Instagram Blog,

2017).

b. Semiotics

Talking about semiotics, there are two dominant contemporary models of what

constitutes a sign, those of the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure and the

American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce.

According to Daniel Chandler (2007: 33), Saussure defines sign as being

composed of a ‘signifier’ (signifant) and a ‘signified’ (signifie). Contemporary

commentators tend to describe the signifier as the concept to which it refers. For

Saussure, both the signifier (the sound pattern) and the signified (the concept) were

purely ‘psychological’. Pierce in Sobur (2009: 41) defines sign as something which

stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity.

Besides that, Barthes in Sobur (2003: 12) defines semiotic as science or sign

analysis method.
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Based on several definitions above, the researcher can conclude that semiotics is

a study of sign and or a method to analyze a sign to get meaning for interpretation of

sign.

C. Charles Sanders Peirce’s Theory

Charles Sanders Peirce is an American Philosopher. He was born in Cambridge,

Massachusetts on 10th September 1839, and died in Milford, Pennsylvania on April

19th, 1914 (aged 74). Peirce gives the definition of the semiotic as a sign of something

and it is understood by someone or has meaning to someone.

Pierce in Sobur (2009, 2016: 41) defines sign as something which stands to

somebody for something in some respect or capacity. These signs may include

sounds, words, and everything that could give a guidance as a process of

communication like a house, shirt and even symbol with meaning. Charles Sanders

Pierce gives a definition of representamen as the sign itself, the object is the thing

which is referred and the interpretant is the product from the connection between

interpretant and object.

As a pragmatic philosopher and logician, Charles Sanders Pierce (1905) in his

semiotics theory in Daniel Chandler (2007: 29 offered a triadic (three-part) model

consisting of:

1. The Representamen: the form which the sign takes (not necessarily material,

though usually interpreted as such) called by some theorists the ‘sign-vehicle’.
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2. An Interpretant: not an interpreter but rather the sense made of the sign.

3. An Object: something beyond the sign to which it refers (a referent)

In Peirce’s own words :

“A sign . . . [in the form of representament] is something which stands to

somebody for something in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, that

is, creates in the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more

developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the interpretant of the first sign.

The sign stands for something, its object, not in all respects, but in reference to a

sort of idea, which I have sometimes called the ground of the representament.”

(Peirce 1931- 58, 2.228) in Daniel Chandler (2007).

There are best known as thricotomy of Pierce Theory. The thricotomy can be

visualized in this triangle :

Source : Daniel Chandler (2007) Semiotic Basics page 49

Interpretant

Representamen Object
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According to Pierce in Chandler (2007:36) states there are three modes arose

within (and because of) Pierce’s triadic model of sign:

1. Symbol/symbolic, a mode in which the signifier does not resemble the signified

but is fundamentally arbitrary or purely conventional, so that this relationship

must be agreed upon and learned. For example, language in general (plus specific

languages, alphabetical letters, punctuation marks, words, phrases, and

sentences), numbers, morse code, traffic lights, national flags.

2. Icon/iconic, a mode in which the signifier is perceived as resembling or imitating

the signified. For example portrait, a cartoon, sound effect in radio drama, a

dubbed film soundtrack.

3. Index/indexical, a mode in which the signifier is not arbitrary but is directly

connected in some way (physically or causally) to the signified (regardless of

intention. This link can be observed or inferred. For example, natural signs

(smoke, thunder, footprint), medical symptoms (pain, a rash, pulse-rate), personal

trademarks (handwriting, catch-phrases).

The difference between Saussure and Pierce’s theory of semiotics is that

Saussure’s theory of semiotic is called dyadic model of sign and Pierce’s theory is

called triadic model of sign. They explain that dyadic and triadic model is based on

their own background. Saussure who an expert in linguistics explain semiotics
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according to his study, and Pierce also explain semiotics basic based on his study in

philosophy.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH

Methodology of the research presents the research method, design, and

procedures to answer its research questions. The discussion includes the research

design, research subjects, research instrument, data collection procedures, and

techniques of data analysis.

A. Design of The Research

This research uses the qualitative-descriptive method. According to Creswell

(2013: 4) qualitative method is method for exploring and understanding meanings by

several   individuals or groups of people who are deemed to be derived from social or

humanitarian problems. So, this study uses a qualitative method to analyze and

interpret the data about signs that were collecting from Instagram Stories with

reference to Pierce’s theory of semiotics as its theoretical frameworks.

The researcher also uses sampling technique which is purposive sampling that

means the samples that the researcher tooks depending on some reasons. Some of the

data that the researcher tooks in Instagram Stories have chosen because some

consideration, such as; uploading an Instagram Stories every day, posting something

to present themselves to the society through her/his Instagram Stories uploaded in

1
9
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Instagram that containing about icon, index and symbol that needs to be

interpretation.

B. Subjects Of The Research

In analyzing this research, the researcher collects the data from Instagram Stories

posted by 2015 English and Literature Department students (male and female)  of

Adab and Humanities Faculty of  Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar.

Based on preliminary observation data, there are several students who are very

active using their Instagram account and post in their Instagram Stories.

C. Data Collection Procedures

The data in this research are collected from the Instagram Stories uploaded by

2015 English and Literature Department students, by focusing on the part that

contains icon, index, and symbol that will be collected in some steps below :

a. The researcher followed and monitored the Instagram Stories carefully and

repeatedly to find out the signs in  Instagram Stories.

b. Then, the researcher filled the note-taking sheets to mark the signs that exist in

those Instagram Stories.

c. The researcher also did some documentation by capturing relevant parts in those

Instagram Stories.

d. Then, the researcher conducted an interview for research subjects for data

enrichment.
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D. Data Analysis Procedures

In  data analysis, the researcher  analyzes the data through several steps below:

a. The researcher classifies the types of signs in Instagram Stories by 2015

English and Literature Department students into several parts which are icon,

symbol, and index.

b. Finally, the researcher interprets the meanings of the signs expressed in

Instagram Stories by 2015 English and Literature Students Department based

on Pierce’s theory of signs.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter dealt with findings of the research and discussion of the results. The

results were presented as data description that were taken from the Instagram Stories

by 2015 English and Literature students, and the discussion of further arguments and

interpretations of the results were given.

A. Results

In this part of the research, the researcher presents the result of the semiotic

analysis of self-presentation in Instagram stories by 2015 English and Literature

students. After monitor Instagram Stories, the researcher has found the data which

will be discuss and analyze further. The data that the researcher found in the

Instagram stories consists of several types of sign including icon, index, and symbols.

The researcher collected the data to keep track of the data that were found used note-

taking sheet.

In this research, the data are the Instagram Stories that were uploaded by 2015

English and Literature students already analyzed using Pierce’s theory about

semiotics called the triadic model of sign including representament, object and

interpretant components.

1. Icon

According to Pierce in Chandler (2007: 36)defines icon as mode in which the

signifier is perceived as resembling or imitating the signified. For example, portrait, a
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cartoon, sound effect in radio drama and a dubbed film soundtrack. After monitoring

Instagram Stories by 2015 English and Literature students, the researcher found some

icons that are contained in Instagram Stories that were uploaded by 2015 English and

Literature students. The details of the data can be shown in the following table:

No. Instagram Stories
Instagram

Account

Description of icon and the

caption

1. @Syarfaeniyachsa

n

In this Instagram Stories, the potrait

of @syarfaeniyachsan is the icon of

Syarfaeni itself because it shows the

resembling or imitating from

Syarfaeni.

Based on the condition between

picture and the caption  in this

Instagram stories, Syarfaeni

exspressed her happiness to the

social media especially in Instagram

story that she successes lose 2 kg for

her weight. It can be seen in her

caption in her photo “I lose 2kg,

yeaaaayy!!!”.
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2. @nurfaikawahid Icon in this Instagram stories is the

sad feeling of Nurfaika because it’s

the real feel of those sad emoticon.

She expressed her sadness through a

sad emoticon.

Based on the condition between sad

emoticon and the caption in this

sign, Nurfaika  feel sad because, she

lose her phone.

3. @delfiana_nursal The next icon is the potrait of

delfiana nursal. This photo shows of

delfiana nursal itself. Based on the

definition, Vera (2014: 24-26) icon

is the sign which denotes and have

the character of the object.  In this

sign, the photo of Delfiana became

the icon of Delfiana Nursal itself,

because it has the same character

which the object that it refers.

In this picture,. Based on the
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condition between picture and the

caption,  Delfiana looked happy with

her ripe smile and she write some

caption says that “eat what you love

and love what you eat and then you

gonna be like me” it means that, if

someone want to happy like

Delfiana’s smile or someone want to

always happy like Delfiana, the just

eat what they love and love what

they eat.

4. @nabillahdahlan Icon that exists in the Instagram

Stories is an icon which is the phone

that was held by Nabillah. The

researcher found that Phone held by

Nabillah is the representament that

stands for its object, the logo of the

phone. Then, the object produces the

interpretant that is Nabillah’s phone

is an apple  phone.

From the explanation about icon,
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The complete icon can be seen in Appendix.

2. Index

The next sign that the researcher is going to discuss in the following sections is

index. It has been explained by Pierce in Chandler (2007: 36) that, index/indexical is

a mode in which the signifier is not arbitrary but is directly connected in some way

(physically or causally) to the signified (regardless of intention). This link can be

observed or inferred. For example, smoke is an index of fire. For the index analysis,

the researcher purposively took three indexes. These sign were taken depending on

some reasons. Some of them where chosen because the context of situation or the

hidden meaning within the sign. The researcher explained the index as follows:

icon is a sign which refers to the

object that it denotes merely by

virtue of characters of its own and

which it possesses, just the same,

whether any such object actually

exist or not. in this sign, the visual

phone in the Instagram Stories is the

icon of Apple company, because it

shows the physical phone with an

Apple logo behind the phone.
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No. Instagram Stories
Instagram

Account

Description of Indexes and

the captiom

1. @evhi_ntsya In this first index, there is a

sign on the Instagram Stories

by @evi_ntsya. It shows an eye

bags in Evi’s eye. Based on the

definition of an index is a mode

in which the signifier is not

arbitrary but is directly

connected in some way

(physicall or causally) to the

signified (regardless of

intention). Then the researcher

interpret this index  that eye

bags under the Evi’s eye,

caused by lack of sleep. It

means that there something that

makes Evi have an eye bags

under her eye. The common

thing that causes the eye bags

under Evi’s eye come out
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because Evi have not sleep well

enough.

2. @musfiratul_huda The second index that the

researcher analyzed is

Instagram stories by

@musfiratul_huda. In her

Instagram stories she

explained that she got

Insomnia because she get an

influenza. In the second index

shows the sick emoticon that

exspressed her condition.

Based on the definition of an

index is mode in which the

signifier is not arbitrary but is

directly connected in some

way (physical or causally) to

the signified (regardless of

intention). So, the researcher

can conclude this Instagram

stories contain an index, that
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sick emoticon really expressed

Musfiratul’s feeling.

Based on the context of

situation in this Instagram

stories, there is causality

connected in her instagram

stories. She got Insomnia

because she got an influenza.

Insomnia is an index of

Influenza.

3. @saiful_ismail48 The third index that the

researcher analyzed is in the

Instagram Stories by

@saiful_ismail48. In this

Instagram stories, there are

some coins and caption state

that “survival’s time”. Based

on the definition of index is a

sign which refers to the object

that it denotes by virtue of

being really affected by that
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object, the researcher can

conclude that, survival’s time

became an index of some

coins. He try to survival with

that some coins.

4. @nabillahdahlan The next index that the

researcher analyzed is The

Glum expression in Nabillah’s

face. Based on the definition of

an index which is something

which refers to the object that

it denotes by virtue of being

relly affected by that object.

Then the interpretant in this

index explained that Glum

expression by Nabillah

because there is something

disturb her. The common thing

that causes the Glum

expression in Nabillah’s face

its because there is a big sound
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3. Symbol

The next sign that the researcher is going to discuss in the following section is

symbol. Pierce in Chandler (2007: 36) that, symbol is a mode in which the signifier

does not resemble the signified but which fundamentally arbitrary or purely

conventional. So that this relationship must be agreed upon and learned. Then, in this

case, the researcher took only three symbols that represent all of the symbols that the

researcher found in the Instagram stories. The symbols are explained clearly as

follows:

No. Instgram Stories
Instagram

Account

Description of Symbol

and the caption

1. @tut205 The first symbol that exists in

the Instagram stories is the

stories by @tut205. In some

religion, the culture when

someone wants to pray might

be different. For example in

Islam, muslim people usually

from another place that disturb

her and make her can not

sleep.
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wears mukenah when they

want to take a pray. Then, in

this Instagram stories,

@tut205 wears mukenah and

then take a picture. It is a

general idea in community

religion. That’s culture has the

same meaning with the

definition of symbol by Pierce

in Vera (2014: 24-26) explain

that symbol usually

association of general ideas,

the general idea in the

Instagram Stories is the

Mukenah, then became the

symbol of religion.
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2. @musfiratul_huda The next symbol that exists in

Instagram Stories by

@musfiratul_huda. She shows

‘finger heart’ symbol. No one

is sure it was started from

when, but numerous people

make the ‘finger heart’ to

show their positive feeling,

like love or happiness to the

something they love. The

trend never misses the K-pop

stars. K-idols often show the

finger heart to their fans.

Finger heart is a gesture in

which a person forms a hearts

shape using their fingers.

Finger hearts are usually more

popular within the young

generation. The sign has been

popularized by musical artists.

In South Korea it is a known
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symbol among K-pop stars

and their fans and has

popularly been performed

using the tumb and symbol

finger. The tumb and symbol

finger gesture has become

popular across Asia due to

popularity of K-pop and

Korean dramas. Finger heart

are widely used everywhere in

the world, and appear often in

pictures taken by individuals

and celebrities.

3. @muzrinirahman The next symbol is National

Flag of Indonesia. For this

third symbol, the researcher

took that the national flag is a

symbol of a country.

Symbols could be a written

text or visual image.

Furthermore, in this sign, the
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symbol is a visual image

which is a national flag. In

this visual image, there is a

flag with two equal

horizontal bands, red (top)

and white (bottom). The flag

in this Instagram stories is

symbol of a country and it is

the Indonesia

4. @saiful_ismail The next symbol is Garuda’s

symbol on  the money. The

money used to pay

something. Money usually

made of paper and also coins.

The money that exist in

Instagram Stories by Saiful is

only made of coins.  The

nominal of the money is

1000 rupiah’s and there is of

Garuda bird, bird in official

seal of Republic of Indonesia
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. Based on Pierce in Vera

(2014: 24-26) syas that

symbol is a sign which refers

to the object that it denotes

by virtue of  law, usually an

association of general ideas,

which operates to cause the

symbol to be interpreted as

referring to that Object.

Furthermore, the symbol of

bird of Garuda only for

Republic of Indonesia. That

is the common rules of the

bird of Garuda that  agreed

by the government. So, the

money  that exist in

Instagram Stories indicate a

bird of Garuda which is the

symbol of a Republic of

Indonesia, because it was

denotes by the virtue of law.
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The complete symbol can be seen in appendix.

B. Discussion

In this part, the researcher discusses the results of the data found above, and

relates them to the theoretical framework and the relevant previous studies. The

discussion is intends to know what types of signs are represents in Instagram Stories

that were uploaded by 2015 English and literature students, and what are the

meanings of the signs expresses. In this part of discussion, the researcher analyzes the

data using Pierce’s theory about signs. Pierce in Sobur (2009, 2016:41) says that sign

is something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity. In

this discussion, the researcher purposively took some signs of icons, indexes and

symbols as a sample. The researcher thinks that these sample of data represent the

whole data that the researcher presents earlier. The results are divides into three parts

Firstly, the researcher identifies an icon that consist of Instagram stories. Icon is

something that represents something, or has the same characteristics with the object.

The first icon that contain in Instagram Stories is in the stories by @nurfaikawahid .

Sad emoticon as a representament, Nurafika as an object and relation between

representament and object produce the interpretant in which, she is sad because she

loses her phone.
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Icon is a sign which refers to the object that it denotes by virtue of characters

of its own, and which it possesses, just the same, whether any such object actually

exist or not. Based on Danet, Ruedenberg-wright and Rosenbaum-Tamari (1997)

state that emoticon is icon to express emotions or to mark someone's intentions as

something that is not serious. Rezabek and Cocheneour (1998) state that emoticon is

visual cues that are formed from typography typical of symbols that when we read

backwards can be represent feelings or emotions.

It is also the same with the previous finding on the earlier chapter. Nisa

(2017) explaines that she finds five signs that made from object from which is

Cattleya Orchid. In her research, she uses the connotative and denotative meaning

from Barthes in analyzing the signs. One of the sign that she find is the potrayal, she

says that the connotative meaning of the potrayal is the Catleya’s self-reflection

Sad feeling

(I)

Nurfaika itself

(O)

Sad Emoticon

(R)
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because the thing that depicted on the potrayal has the same characteristic as her

name and herself. It has the same explanation about the icons above because they all

also have the characteristics of their object. It is also the same with the previous

finding in which Jamil (2016) finds that the phinisi becomes the icon of Bulukumba

because it has the same characteristic with Bulukumba, for example, the seven sails in

Pinisi ship has the meaning that there are seven districts in Bulukumba.

In her Instagram stories, @nurfaikawahid tries to give information to all her

followers that she lost her phone, so if someone wants to contact her, they can send

direct message to her Instagram account.  We can see that she very sad to lose her

phone by using sad emoticons to represent her feelings at that time. On social media,

we do not meet people directly, so someone uses emoticons to describe their feelings

indirectly, through the emoticons used we can tell someone’s feeling.

The second sign that the researcher is going to discuss in the following section

is symbol. Pierce’s in Vera (2014: 24-26) says that symbol is a sign which refers to

the object that denotes by virtue of law, usually an association of general ideas, which

operates to cause the symbol to be interprets as referring to that object.

The first symbol that exists in Instagram Stories by 2015 English and

literature students is in the Instagram Stories by @tut2015. Here, Mukenah acts as a

representament. Then, the real Mukenah in daily life  as an Object and Mukenah is a
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muslim clothing as an interpretant to describe that Instagram stories to get meaning

more clearly from her Instagram Stories.

Mukenah is one of the equipment used by Muslim women when they want to

pray. Mukenah is only used by Indonesian Muslim women. Pierce in Vera (2014: 24-

26) explains that symbol usually association of general ideas, the general idea in the

Instagram Stories is the Mukenah, then became the symbol of religion.

In addition, @tut205 adds a caption in her Instagram stories which states that,

“do not do the same thing, what the differences between you and her/him? Trust me,

we have God and our God is the best planer for us. Need our spirit and our pray,

than believe Him…(Allah is the biggest One)”. As we know that humans are social

beings who always interact with others and while interacting with others they do not

rule out the possibility of a conflict (Nashori, 2008), but there are people who are able

Muslim Clothing

(I)

The real mukenah in daily
life

(O)

Mukenah

(R)
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to sincerely forgive, and forget the mistakes of others. Forgiveness is also the core of

the teachings of all religions embraced by humanity in this world.

Related to Self-Presentation, in Instagram Stories by @tut205 she tries to tell

each other that forgiveness is one way to free an individual from anger and the desire

to take revenge by showing love and compassion  to someone who has hurt you. She

tries to tell good things to each other by her Instagram Stories.

The next symbol that exists in Instagram stories by 2015 English and

Literature students is in Instagram Stories by @murzinirahman. Her Instagram

Stories contains a national flag of Indonesia that picture as representament, national

flag of Indonesia  as an object and relation between Representament and Object its

Interpretant , and the interpretant is red white color of that flag.

Red and white color

(I)

National flag of Indonesia

(O)

Picture of Flag of Indonesia

(R)
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Independence Day of Indonesia is a day that marks when Indonesia declares

her Independent from the Netherlands. This day is filled with festivities and

celebrations.

Preparations for the Independence Day is begun way in advance day before

festivities begin. There are decorations hung all throughout the city with the

President's palace buildings decorated in red and white. Groups of people arrange for

community service activities where residential areas are cleaned up. Neighborhood

associations coordinate special activities for the children, and even request for

sponsorship for prizes for the children. The people are required to hoist flags on their

residence for a certain period of time. The president then addresses the nation on the

eve of Independence Day. There are a lot of commemorations on local TV channels

showing the struggle for independence.

During the Independence Day celebration, various activities are carried out as

a form of appreciation for the independence day. As well as @echyrst_ she uploads a

national  flag of Indonesia picture that shows she really appreciates the Independence

day.

The national flag of Indonesia  itself is called 'Sang Saka Merah-Putih' (the

sacred red and white), and it was unveiled on August 17, 1945. The design is derived

from the banner of Majapahit Empire in East Java which rules in the region before the
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arrival of the Dutch. The flag consists two equal horizontal stripes; the top red and the

bottom white. The red represents courage and the white is purity.

It is supports by the study in which Alfan (2017) finds that the flag on the

police uniform is a symbol of a country. Symbol could be a written text or visual

image. In his studies, there is a flag with seven red lines and six white lines, and there

is a blue box on the left top with some stars in the blue box. The flag in his studies is

a symbol of a country of the United States of America.

The last signs that the researcher is going to discusses in the following section

are indexes. It has been explains by Vera (2014: 24-26), that index is a sign which

refers to the object that it denotes by virtue of being really affected by that object. The

signs are taken depending on some reasons. Some of them are choosen because the

context of situation or the hidden meaning within the sign. The researcher explains

the index as follows:

The first index that the researcher analyzes is the eye bags in the

@evhy_ntsya Instagram stories. Eye bags as a representament, Evi’s eye bags as an

object and the relation between representament and object is called Interpretant.

Interpretant in her Instagram stories is eye bags under the eyes caused by lack of

sleep.
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In this index, it shows the eye bags under her eyes. Based on definition of an

index which refers to the object that it denotes by virtue of being really affected by

that object.

Eye bags is also known as "puffy eyes", or swelling around the eyes, is the

appearance of swelling in the tissues around the eyes, orbits. Eye bags or eye puffines

is caused by sleep deprivation, interrupted sleep cycles are common causes of eye

bags. The eye bags that come out indicates sleep deprivation. @evhi_ntsya’s eye bag

becomes an index of her sleep deprivation.

The researcher also compared these indexes with the result of the second

previous finding. In the previous finding in which Nisa (2017) finds a sign which is

the drawing pattern that Cattleya always left on every victim’s body every time she

kills. She found that the drawing pattern connotes the warning for Don Louis who

kills her parents’ about Cattleya existence. It is the same result with this research

Eye bags under her eye
because lack of sleep

(I)

Evi’s eye bags

(O)

Eye bags

(R)
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because Vera (2014: 24-26) explains, index is a sign which refers to the object that it

denotes by virtue of being really affected by that object, which indicates the object.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Based on the results of the data analysis in the fourth chapter before, the

researcher put forward some conclusion as follows:

The signs in some Instagram stories by 2015 English and Literature students can

be analyzed by a semiotics approach. The researcher focused on the relationship

between the representamen and its object and then how they produced the

interpretant. In the findings section, the researcher only focused on the analysis of the

signs as the objects, which include icons, indexes, and symbols.

After analyzing and finishing the results of the researcher and discussion, the

researcher found that Instagram stories that were uploaded by 2015 English and

Literature students showed several types of signs which consisted of icon, index and

symbol.

In analyzing the meaning of each sign, the meaning was interpreted primarily

from the relationship between the representamen and the object. The relationship

between the representamen and its object, indeed, produced the interpretation, which

interpreted the meaning of the sign.

4
6
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The meaning of the icons that were expressed in Instagram stories by 2015

English And Literature Students were to show themselves to the society through their

stories with uploading their portraits or emoticons to show their feelings. Beside that,

in Instagram stories that were uploaded by 2015 English And Literature students, the

researcher also found some indexes. Of the overall indexes, the researcher concluded

that the participants in this study made a story about their daily lifes to show that

there were several events that they have gone through and have causal relations which

became the cause of its events. Besides icon and index, in Instagram stories the

participants also expressed symbols that had meanings to show their identity. For

example in mukenah symbol which is the important symbol of moeslim people.

B. Suggestion

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher would like to suggest the readers

or other researcher who are interested in analyzing signs in a Instagram Stories to

learn about the meaning of semiotics by Pierce and other experts. The researcher also

suggest studying the semiotic theory of Pierce deeply to get the clearest meaning of

the signs are expressed in Instagram Stories especially related to Self-Presentation.

Besides that, the other researcher can also choose another aspect to analyze,

such as advertisement or film. The researcher hopes that this thesis will be useful for

the reader in order to improve or to analyze this field. The researcher also expect that
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this thesis has some advantages and can be a reference for the reader especially for

English and Literature students.

The researcher also hopes that this research can add insight of me and especially

to other readers. The researcher is aware that the results of this study are not perfect

yet and still requires additional corrections and suggestions to make this analysis to

be better.
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